MPCA STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE
FIELD DATA ENTRY USING THE EDGE PROGRAM
The EDGE (EQuIS Data Gathering Engine) application is a field data gathering tool designed to promote accurate and
complete data collection in an EQuIS-ready format, using EarthSoft software and mobile computing technology. This
software allows users to format most data into an EQuIS-ready format, with the exception of laboratory analytical data.
This SOP was written assuming that the EDGE application already was licensed.

SETTING UP THE EDGE APPLICATION
1. Opening the EDGE application
a. Start the EDGE program by navigating to the EDGE folder on the computer or flash drive and doubleclicking on the Start_EDGE.exe shortcut (shown below).

b. When the program is opened for the first time, the user will be prompted to manually open a format
(shown below).
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c. Click on the “Yes” button.
d. Double click on the “MN_06_03_14” folder. Alternatively, single-click on “MN_06_03_14” folder and
then single-click on the “Open” button in the lower left hand corner of the screen (shown below).

e. Double click on the “EDGE_MN.xse” file. Alternatively, single-click on the “EDGE_MN.xse” file and then
single-click on the “Open” button (shown below).
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2. Register the EDGE_MN Format
You will be prompted by the program for registration keys when the EDGE format is opened for the first time.
When this happens, you will see a window titled “Evaluation” that contains a button named “Register” (shown
below).

a. Click on “Register” button.
b. The program will prompt you to register for new keys (shown below).
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c. Click on the appropriate link (these are circled in red in the above graphic) to obtain either registration
or maintenance keys. You will need registration keys to use the application for the first time.
Maintenance keys are needed once a year and let EarthSoft know the MPCA’s subscription is up-to-date.
d. Note: Do NOT change the value in the Computer ID box. This is automatically generated and your
license keys will work only with this ID. The value in the preceding figure is an example only, not a
required value.
e. A webpage will appear on the computer screen (shown below). You will use this webpage to request
registration or maintenance keys from EarthSoft. Fill out all of the information in the fields that are
shown in red.
f. Click on the “Submit” button in the lower left-hand corner of the screen to send this information and
license key request to EarthSoft.
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g. You will receive a message and an email that EarthSoft is processing the registration or maintenance
key request (shown below).

h. You will receive an email from EarthSoft with the registration keys. The keys are circled in red in the
graphic (shown below). NOTE: A new set of registration keys must be obtained for each computer or
flash drive that contains the EDGE software.
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i.

Copy the new registration keys into the EarthSoft Software Registration window.
The Software Registration window can be opened by clicking on the EDGE logo in the upper left-hand
corner of the computer screen and then clicking on the “Register” button.

j. Click on the “Save Key” button.
k. Click on the “OK” button.
l.

From now on, the EDGE program automatically will open with the EDGE_MN format file and the steps in
this section generally will not need to be repeated.
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FIELD DATA ENTRY USING EDGE
This section describes the procedures for entering field data into the EDGE application, including water level
measurements, field measurements such as water pH and temperature, and field sample information such as
the sampling method used. Field data entry in the EDGE application is organized by task code and location code.
The task code is an identifier for the monitoring project. The task code often corresponds to a landfill or a
particular remediation site, or for surface water programs a project (“PRJ”) number. The location code is an
identifier assigned by the MPCA for a particular monitoring location. For most wells, the location code is the
Minnesota Unique Well Number that is assigned by the Minnesota Department of Health. Location codes for
lakes and streams are assigned as needed by the MPCA’s EQuIS Team.
3. Opening an Electronic Data Deliverable (EDD) Template For the Project
An EDD is the electronic form of data that is imported into the MPCA’s water-quality database. When an EDD
template is available, it already contains the location information (and in some cases Task and Field Samples
information), which reduces the amount of data entry for the field staff. EDD templates are obtained from the
MPCA program managers.
Do the following to open an existing EDD template in the EDGE program:
a. Click on the “Home” tab of the toolbar ribbon.
b. Click on the “Open EDD” button.
c. Navigate to the appropriate EDD template.
d. Double-click on the file, or click on the “Open” button.
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4. Creating a Project Task Code
A task must exist or be created in the EDGE program before any sample information or field measurements can
be entered into it. Do the following to add a new task in the EDGE program:
a. Navigate to the “Task Chooser” in the upper left hand part of the screen (shown below).

b. Click on the “Add” button in the Task Chooser (shown above).
c. Enter the appropriate value in the “Task Code” line. The task codes for most of the MPCA’s groundwater
programs are listed on the next page.

d. Click on the “Add Task” button.
Commonly-used Task Codes for MPCA solid waste, remediation, and monitoring programs
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PROGRAM
Closed Landfill
Open Landfills
Petroleum Remediation
Superfund
Ambient Groundwater Monitoring
Sentinel Lakes Monitoring Project
Southeast Minnesota Domestic
Well Network

TASK CODE
PRJ07786
PRJ07913
PRJ07884
PRJ07955
PRJ07229
PRJ07082
PRJ07926

Surface water program task codes are assigned for each lake or stream to be monitored. If not already
established, the MPCA Project Manager will issue this code.
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5. Setting the Field Method Analyte Group in the EDGE program
The “Field Method Analyte Group” lets the EDGE program know the parameters that will be recorded in the field,
such as water pH or temperature. Do the following to set these in EDGE:
a. Click on the Field Results tab in the middle part of the computer screen (shown in red below).
b. Click on “Group” button. This is circled in red in the graphic below.

i. Navigate to the appropriate Field Method Analyte Group. The Field Method Analyte Groups for
some common MPCA programs are listed below. NOTE: Not all of the Field Method Analyte
Groups listed below will be shown in the EDGE program.
MPCA Program
Petroleum Remediation
Closed Landfill Program
Ambient Groundwater Monitoring

Field Method Analyte Group
PetroFieldAnalyteGroup
FieldAnalytesCLP
Field Measurements

ii. Navigate to “Show All Members” and left click on the mouse.
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iii. The Field Method Analytes should now appear on the computer screen (shown in the graphic
below).
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6. Selecting a Location
A location must be selected before any field data can be populated into the EDGE program. This is done by
performing the following steps. Appendix 1 lists the steps required to create a location in EDGE if you are using a
blank EDD that does not contain this information.
a. Navigate to the “Location Chooser/Filter” in the left hand part of the screen (shown below in red).
b. Highlight the location by clicking anywhere on the row containing the appropriate location code.
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7. Create a Field Record
A field record needs to be created in the EDGE program before any water level or field measurement data can be
entered into the program. Use the following steps to create a field record for wells that are purged immediately
before sampling. Go to Step #10 to record only water level measurements or if the measurements are done at
least 1 day prior to sampling.
a. Click on the “Field Samples” tab of the toolbar ribbon.
i. Click on the “Add” button (shown below in red) to add a new sample for the location selected in
step #6.

b. Enter all of the required and optional information.
Values must be entered for all of the fields shown in the RED font, except the sys_sample_code. The
sys_sample_code will be populated automatically once values for the sample_date, sample_time, and
sample_type_code have been entered.
i. Sys_sample_code (Required)
The sys_sample_code is a unique identifier generated by the EDGE software. This code will
populate automatically after the values for the sample collection date and time and the
sample_type_code have been entered into the program.
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ii. Sys_loc_code (Required)
For wells, the sys_loc_code is the Minnesota Unique Well Number. For other location types, the
sys_loc_code is a serial identifier set by the MPCA. This field will automatically be set when using
an EDD template.
iii. Location Name (Optional)
The Location Name is the common name for the site. For wells, this often is MW-1, MW-2, etc.
This field will automatically be set when using an EDD template.
iv. Sampler (Optional)
This field stores the name of the field staff that collected the data.
1. Click on the box under “sampler”
2. Type in the name of the field staff who collected the data.
v. Sampling_company_code (Optional)
The sampling_company_code contains the affiliation of the field staff who collected the data.
1. Navigate to the right-hand corner of the white-colored box under
“sampling_company_code”, and an arrow will appear on the computer screen.
2. Click on the arrow and scroll down to select the appropriate code.
3. Contact your MPCA project manager if a code for your company or organization is not
listed.
vi. Set the Sample Date and Time (Required).
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the “sample_date” box.
2. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen.
3. Click on the appropriate date on the calendar. The EDGE program will automatically set
the “sample_time” to the current time.
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vii. Set the Sample Type Code (Required).
This “Sample_Type_Code” distinguishes between different types of samples, such as field
measurements, routine environmental samples, or quality control samples.
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the “sample_type_code” box.
2. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen.
3. Select the “LOOKUP_CODE” of “FMO” to store the field measurement data.
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viii. Set the Sample Matrix Code. (Required)
The “Sample Matrix Code” distinguishes between different types of field sample matrices, such
as surface water, groundwater, leachate, or soil gas.
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the “sample_matrix_code” box.
2. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen.
3. Select the appropriate “MATRIX_CODE”. For routine groundwater samples, this usually
will be “Wtr-Ground”.

ix. Start depth (Optional)
This field usually only is populated for surface water samples. The start depth indicates the
beginning depth of sample collection from below the water’s surface in feet.
1. Click in the white-colored box under the “start_depth” field. Enter the depth from below
the water’s surface in feet.
x. End depth (Optional)
This field usually only is populated for surface water samples. The end depth indicates the ending
depth of sample collection from below the water’s surface in feet.
1. Click in the white-colored box under the “end_depth” field. Enter the depth from below
the water’s surface in feet.
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xi. Depth_unit (Optional)
This field indicates the measurement units for the start and end depth.
1. This field defaults to units of feet.
xii. Composite_yn (Optional)
This field describes whether the sample was composited or a mixture of discrete samples.
1. A value of “Y” is entered for composite samples, and a value of “N” is entered for all
other samples. Most groundwater samples will have a value of “N”.
xiii. Composite_desc (Optional)
This is a text field that further describes the type of composite sample that was collected. This
field only is populated if a value of “Y” is entered for “composite_yn”.
1. Click in the white-colored box under “composite_desc” and enter information about the
composite sample.
xiv. Parent_sample_code (Required only for replicate and matrix spike samples)
This code usually is not populated for field measurements. This code typically only is used for
replicate and matrix spike samples and provides information on the environmental sample that
corresponds to the replicate and matrix spike samples.
1. Copy the sys_sample_code from the corresponding environmental sample into this
field.
xv. Comment (Optional)
This is a text field that contains comments from the field about the sample, such as whether
they were filtered in the field.
1. Navigate to the white-colored box under “comment” and enter the appropriate text.
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xvi. Set the Sampling Method (Required).
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the “sampling_method” box.
2. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen.
3. Select the appropriate method code. For most routine groundwater samples, this will be
“WELL-BAIL”, “WELL-NONSUBMERS”, or “WELL-SUBMERS”.

xvii. Filter_type (Optional)
This is a text field that describes the pore size of the filter used.
1. Navigate to the white-colored box under “filter_type” and enter the pore size of the
filter.
xviii. Weather_condition_1 (Optional)
This field describes the type of precipitation and amount of cloud cover that occurred during the
sampling event.
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the “weather_condition_1” box.
2. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the appropriate
code.
xix. Weather_condition_2 (Optional)
This is a text field that describes the air temperature during the sampling event.
1. Navigate to the white-colored box under “weather_condition_2”. Enter text that
describes the temperature, such as cold, cool, warm, hot, or very hot.
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xx. Set the Medium Code (Required)
The Medium Code describes whether a water, air, sediment, or tissue sample was collected. Do
the following steps to set this code.
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the “medium” box.
2. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the appropriate
medium code. This will be “water” for groundwater samples.

xxi. Air_temp (Optional)
This field contains the air temperature (in degrees Celsius) at the time of sampling.
1. Click in the white-colored box under the “air_temp” field. Enter the appropriate
temperature value.
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xxii. Set the Project Identifier (Required).
The project id is an identifier assigned by the MPCA that distinguishes between different projects.
1. Enter the appropriate “Task Code” (listed below) in the “projectid” box.
PROGRAM
Closed Landfill
Open Landfills
Petroleum Remediation
Superfund
Ambient Groundwater Monitoring
Sentinel Lakes Monitoring Project
Southeast Minnesota Domestic
Well Network

TASK CODE
PRJ07786
PRJ07913
PRJ07884
PRJ07955
PRJ07229
PRJ07082
PRJ07926
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xxiii. Set the Lab Matrix Code (Required).
The lab matrix code provides information to the laboratory on which analytical method should
be run on the submitted samples.
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the “lab_matrix_code” box.
2. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen.
3. Select the appropriate “MATRIX_CODE”. For most routine groundwater samples, this
will be “NW” for nonpotable water and “DW” for drinking water samples.

xxiv. Ais_information (Optional)
This designates whether the water contains aquatic invasive species, such as zebra mussels or
milfoil. This code is not set for groundwater samples.
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8. Entering the Initial Water Level and Purge Information
The “Initial Water Level & Purge Data” tab is used to record water level measurements that were collected
immediately before field measurements and water samples were taken. Section #10 gives the directions for
recording water level measurements that were taken at least one day before any field measurements or water
samples were taken.
a. Highlight the field sample associated with the water level measurement.
NOTE: The field sample always will have a sys_sample_code ending in a “F”.
i. Navigate to the small gray box located to the left of the “Alerts” column in the “Field Samples”
tab.
ii. Left click on the mouse.
iii. The row should be highlighted in a blue color.
b. Click on the “Initial Water Level & Purge Data” tab located in the center of the computer screen.
c. Click on the “Add” button.

d. Enter the required field information. These fields are shown in RED.
i. Sys_loc_code (Required)
1. This field populates automatically when “Initial Water Level & Purge Data” are added.
ii. Measurement Method (Required)
This field denotes whether the measurement was made with an electric or steel tape.
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the “Measurement Method” box.
2. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen.
3. Select the appropriate method used to measure the water level in the well.
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iii. Dip_or_elevation (Required)
This field denotes whether the water level is above or below the datum. A value of “dip” is used
for all groundwater level measurements. This field populates automatically with a value of “dip”
when data are added.
iv. Measurement Time (Required).
1. Click in the red colored box next to “measurement_time”.
2. Enter in the appropriate time.
v. Depth_to_water (from top of casing) (Required)
1. Click in the red colored box next to “water_level_depth
2. Enter in the water_level_depth (in feet) from the measuring point on the top of the well
casing.
vi. Measured_depth_of_well (Optional)
This field contains the depth below the ground surface to the bottom of the well.
1. Click in the white-colored box next to “measured_depth_of_well” and enter the well
depth in feet.
vii. Depth_unit (Required)
This field denotes the units the of the measured water level depth. This field automatically
populates with a unit of feet.
viii. Water_level_elev (Optional)
This field contains the static water level elevation and is computed automatically when the top of
casing elevation is included in the Location tab of the EDD.
ix. Lnapl_thickness (Optional)
This field contains the thickness of any LNAPL that is present, in inches. This field usually only is
populated by the MPCA remediation and solid waste programs.
1. Click in the white-colored box next to lnapl_thickness and enter the appropriate value.
x. Well_diameter (Optional)
This field describes the diameter of the well.
1. Click in the red colored box next to well diameter.
2. Enter in the appropriate diameter.
xi. Diameter_unit (Required)
This field contains the well diameter units and is automatically populated with a unit of inches.
xii. Well_volume (Optional)
This field contains the volume of water contained in the well casing. This is calculated
automatically from the measured depth of the well, water level depth, and the diameter of the
well casing.
xiii. Purge_vol_unit (Optional)
This field contains the units of the calculated and actual purge volume.
1. Click in the white box next to “purge_vol_unit” and select the appropriate unit. Usually,
a unit of “gal” is selected.
xiv. Well_volumes_to_purge (Required)
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This field describes the number of well volumes to purge from the well prior to sampling and is
automatically set to 3.
xv. Calculated purge volume (Optional)
This field contains the calculated volume of water to be purged from the well. This value
automatically is calculated (in gallons) based on the measured well depth, water level depth,
well diameter, and well volumes to purge.
xvi. Purge_method (Required)
This describes the technique used to purge the well.
1. Navigate to the right-hand side of the red colored box next to purge_method.
2. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the appropriate
method used to purge the well.
xvii. Actual purge volume (Optional)
This describes the measured volume of the water purged from the well.
1. Click in the white box next to “actual purge volume” and type in the purge volume, in
gallons.
xviii. Remark (Optional)
This field contains any comments associated with the water level measurement and purge
volumes.
1. Click in the white-colored box next to “remark” and enter any comments.
xix. Sys_sample_code (Required)
The sys_sample_code is a unique identifier generated by the EDGE software.
1. This field should populate automatically when a new “Initial Water Level & Purge Data”
record has been added.
xx. Purge_rate (Optional)
This field contains a numerical value that indicates the purge rate prior to sampling.
1. Click in the red colored box next to purge_rate and enter in the appropriate value.
xxi. Purge_rate_unit (Optional)
This field contains the unit associated with the purge_rate.
1. Navigate to the right-hand side of the red colored box next to purge_rate_unit.
2. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the appropriate unit.
xxii. Sampler (Required)
This field contains the name of the field staff who measured the water level in the well.
1. Click on the red colored box next to technician and enter the name of the field staff that
performed the water level measurement.
xxiii. Is well dry? (Optional)
This indicates whether the well contains water.
1. Enter ‘Y’ if the well was dry.
2. Enter ‘N’ if the well contained water.
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xxiv. Lnapl_cas_rn (Optional)
This field is populated if a value is enter in the “lnapl_thickness” field.
1. Enter ‘DRO’ for diesel range organics or ‘GRO’ for gasoline.
xxv. Sample_date (Required)
This is the date the water level measurement was taken. This field populates automatically when
a new “Initial Water Level & Purge” record is created.
xxvi. Equipment_code (Optional)
This field contains text describing the equipment used to purge the well.
1. Click in the white box next to “equipment_code” and enter the appropriate text.
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9. Entering the Field Measurements Results
The “Field Results” tab is used to record measurements performed in the field, such as water temperature, pH,
specific conductance, or alkalinity titrations.
a. Click on the “Field Results” tab in the central part of the computer screen.
b. Click on the white colored box under “Time.”
c. Enter the time that the field measurement was taken.
d. Click in the white colored box under the listed field parameters, such as “Temperature, water (Total)”.
e. Enter the value measured in the field.
f. To add another sample, click on the “Add” button in the center part of the screen (this is circled in red in
the graphic below) and repeat steps b through e.
g. The measured field values will be highlighted in blue when the measurements are within the
stabilization criteria set by the MPCA. Values will be highlighted in orange if they are outside of the
typical range.
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10. Entering Only Water Level Information
This section describes how to record only water level measurements in the EDGE program.
a. Navigate to the Task Chooser and select a Task by clicking anywhere on the row, and navigate to the
Location Chooser/Filter in the left hand part of the computer screen. Select a location by clicking
anywhere on the row.
b. Click on the “Water Levels” tab in the upper part of the computer screen, and click on the “Add” button
to create a new water level record.

c. Sys_loc_code (Required)
For wells, the sys_loc_code is the Minnesota Unique Well Number. For other location types, the
sys_loc_code is a serial identifier set by the MPCA. This field will automatically be set when the water
level measurement is added.
d. Location Name (Optional)
The location name is the common name for the site. For wells, this often is MW-1, MW-2, etc. This field
will automatically be set when the water level measurement is added.
e. Fill in the measurement date (Required).
i. Navigate to the right hand side of the box, and an arrow will appear on the computer screen.
ii. Click on the arrow, and use the calendar to select the appropriate date.
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f.

Enter the measurement time (24 hr) (Optional).
i. Click in the white-colored box next to “measurement_time” and enter the time the water level
measurement was taken, for example 1430.

g. Historical_reference_elev (Optional)
This is the elevation of the measuring point on the well. This field automatically is populated when the
top of casing elevation is recorded in the Location tab of the EDD template.
h. Enter the water level depth (Required)
i. Navigate to the white box next to “depth to water (from top of well casing)”
ii. Enter the water level depth (measured from the top of the well casing) in the box.
i.

Enter the well depth unit (Optional)
This field contains the measurement unit associated with the water level depth and the depth of the well.
This field automatically populates with a unit of feet.

j.

Water_level_elev (Optional)
This field contains the static water level elevation and is computed automatically when the top of casing
elevation is included in the Location tab of the EDD.

k. Dip_or_elevation (Required)
This field denotes whether the water level is above or below the datum. A value of “dip” is used for all
groundwater level measurements. This field populates automatically with a value of “dip” when data are
added.
l.

Is well dry? (Optional)
This indicates whether the well contains water.
i. Check the box if the well was dry.

m. Measured_depth_of_well (Optional)
This field contains the depth below the ground surface to the bottom of the well.
i. Click in the white-colored box next to “Depth of Well” and enter the well depth in feet.
n. Enter the measurement method used to determine the water level (Required).
i. Navigate to the right hand side of the white box next to “measurement_method”.
ii. Click on the arrow that appears on the screen to select the appropriate method used to obtain
the water level measurement.
o. Enter the name of the field staff taking the water level measurement (Required).
i. Click in the white box next to “sampler”.
ii. Enter the name of the field staff performing the measurement.
p. Enter comments (Optional)
i. Click in the white box next to “remarks”.
ii. Enter the comment.
q. Equipment_code (Optional)
This field contains text describing the equipment used to purge the well.
i. Click in the white box next to “equipment_code” and enter the appropriate text.
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11. Entering the Information on the Samples Collected for Laboratory Analysis
A separate record must be created for all samples submitted to the laboratory for analysis, such as routine
environmental samples, field blank samples, and replicate samples.
NOTE: The laboratory sample record will have a sys_sample_code ending in a “S”
Create the field sample record by following these steps:
a. Navigate to the “Field Samples” tab in the upper part of the computer screen.
b. Click on the “Add” button (this is circled in red in the graphic below) to create a new field sample record.

c. The program will prompt you to select or create an existing task if it is not selected in the Task Chooser.
In most cases, you will select the task created in Step #4.
i. Click on the “OK” button to select the task that was created in Step #4.
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d. Fill in the Sample Information. The fields that must be filled out have RED-colored text.
NOTE: The “Alerts” column will be blank when all of the required information has been entered.
i. Sys_sample_code (Required)
The sys_sample_code is a unique identifier generated by the EDGE software.
1. The sys_sample_code will populate automatically when values for the sample collection
date and time and sample_type_code have been entered into the program.
ii. Sys_loc_code (Required)
This is the Minnesota Unique Well Number for wells. The sys_loc_code is a serial identifier
assigned by the MPCA for other location types.
1. This field is completed automatically when an EDD template is used.
iii. Location Name (Optional)
This field lists the common name for the well, which often is MW-1, MW-2, etc.
1. This field is completed automatically when an EDD template is used.
iv. Sampler (Optional)
The name of the field staff collecting the water sample is entered in this field.
1. Click on the white box located under “sampler”.
2. Type in the name of the field staff collecting the samples.
v. Sampling_company_code (Optional)
This field describes the affiliation of the field staff collecting the sample.
1. Navigate to the arrow in the right-hand corner of the white-colored box under
sampling_company_code.
2. Click on the arrow and scroll down to select the appropriate code.
3. Contact your MPCA project manager if a code for your company or organization is not
listed.
vi. Sample_date (Required)
This field stores the sample collection date.
1. Navigate to the right-hand side of the red colored box located under “sample_date”.
2. An arrow will appear on the computer screen.
3. Click on the arrow to select the sampling date. The program will default to today’s date.
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vii. Sample_time (24 hr) (Required)
This field stores the sample collection time.
1. Navigate to the white colored box under “sample_time (24 hr)”.
2. Enter the appropriate sample collection time in 24-hr format, ie 1630.
viii. Sample_type_code (Required)
The “Sample_Type_Code” distinguishes between different types of samples, such as field
measurements, routine environmental samples, or quality control samples.
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the “sample_type_code” box.
2. An arrow should appear on the screen.
3. Click on the arrow.
4. Select the “LOOKUP_CODE” of “Sample” to store routine environmental data. Use the
LOOKUP_CODEs listed below for other commonly collected quality-control samples.
Sample Type
Routine Environmental Sample
Replicate Sample
Field Blank Sample
Trip Blank

LOOKUP_CODE
Sample
QC-FR
QC-FB
QC-TB

i. Set the Sample Matrix Code (Required)
The “Sample Matrix Code” distinguishes between different types of field sample matrices, such
as surface water, groundwater, leachate, or soil gas.
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the “sample_matrix_code” box.
2. An arrow should appear on the screen.
3. Click on the arrow.
4. Select the appropriate “MATRIX_CODE”. For routine groundwater samples, this usually
will be “Wtr-Ground”. For field blank and trip blank samples, the MATRIX_CODE is “QCBLANK”.
ii.

Start_depth (Optional)
This field usually only is populated for surface water samples. This field indicates the beginning
depth of sample collection from below the water’s surface.
a. Click in the white colored box under the “start_depth” field. Enter the depth from
below the water’s surface in feet.

iii.

End_depth (Optional)
This field usually only is populated for surface water samples. This field indicates the beginning
depth of sample collection from below the water’s surface.
a. Click in the white colored box under the “end_depth” field. Enter the depth from
below the water’s surface in feet.

iv.

Depth_unit (Optional)
This field indicates the measurement units for the start and end depth.
a. This field defaults to units of feet.

v.

Composite_yn (Optional)
This field describes whether the sample was composited or a mixture of discrete samples.
a. A value of “Y” is entered for composite samples, and a value of “N” is entered for all
other samples. Most groundwater samples will have a value of “N”.
Composite_desc (Optional)

vi.
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This is a text field that further describes the composite sample that was collected. This field
only is populated if a value of “Y” is entered for “composite_yn”.
a. Click in the white-colored box under “composite_desc” and enter information about
the composite sample.
vii.

Parent_sample_code (Required for replicate and matrix spike samples)
This code typically is required for replicate and spike samples and provides information on the
environmental sample that corresponds to replicate and spike samples. This field must be
completed for the EQuIS relative standard deviation reports to work correctly.
a. Copy the sys_sample_code from the environmental sample that corresponds to the
replicate or matrix spike sample into this field.

viii.

Comment (Optional)
This is a text field that contains comments from the field about the sample, such as whether
they were filtered in the field.
a. Navigate to the white-colored box and enter the appropriate comment.

ix.

Sampling_method (Required)
This field describes the sampling method used to collect the data. Typically values of WELLBAIL, WELL-SUBMERS, and WELL-NONSUBMERS are used for groundwater samples.
a. Navigate to the right hand side of the “sampling_method” box.
b. An arrow should appear on the screen.
c. Click on the arrow.
d. Select the appropriate “METHOD_CODE”.

x.

Filter_type (Optional)
This is a text field that describes the pore size of the filter used.
a. Navigate to the white box under “filter_type” and enter the pore size of the filter.

xi.

Weather_condition_1 (Optional)
This field describes the type of precipitation or amount of cloud cover that occurred during the
sampling event.
a. Navigate to the right hand side of the “weather_condition_1” box.
b. An arrow should appear on the screen.
c. Click on the arrow.
d. Select the appropriate code.

xii.

Weather_condition_2 (Optional)
This is a text field that describes the air temperature during the sampling event.
a. Navigate to the white box under “weather_condition_2”. Enter text that describes the
temperature, such as cold, cool, warm, hot, very hot.

xiii.

Medium (Required)
The Medium Code describes whether a water, air, sediment, or tissue sample was collected. Do
the following steps to set this code.
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the “medium” box.
2. An arrow should appear on the screen.
3. Click on the arrow.
4. Select the appropriate medium code. This will be “water” for groundwater samples.

xiv.

Air_temp (Optional)
This code contains the air temperature at the time of sampling in degrees Celsius.
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a. Click in the white box under the “air_temp” field. Enter the appropriate temperature
value.
xv.

Projectid (Required)
The Projectid is an identifier assigned by the MPCA that distinguishes between different
projects.
a. Enter the appropriate “Task Code” (listed below) in the “projectid” box.
PROGRAM
Closed Landfill
Open Landfills
Petroleum Remediation
Superfund
Ambient Groundwater Monitoring
Sentinel Lakes Monitoring Project
Southeast Minnesota Domestic
Well Network

TASK CODE
PRJ07786
PRJ07913
PRJ07884
PRJ07955
PRJ07229
PRJ07082
PRJ07926

ix. Set the Lab Matrix Code. (Required)
The lab matrix code provides information to the laboratory on which analytical method should
be run on the submitted samples.
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the “lab_matrix_code” box.
2. An arrow should appear on the screen.
3. Click on the arrow.
4. Select the appropriate “MATRIX_CODE”. For most routine groundwater samples, this
will be “NW” for nonpotable water and “DW” for drinking water samples.
xvi.

Ais_information (Optional)
This designates whether the water contains aquatic invasive species. This code is not set for
groundwater.
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12. Populating the Chain of Custody (COC) Form
The EDGE program can be used to generate a COC form that can be submitted to the laboratory. A COC form can
be created by following these steps:
a. Click on the COC tab located in the center part of the computer screen.

NOTE: Field measurement records, which have a sys_sample_code that ends in a “F”, are NOT
included on the COC form.
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b. Click on the “New” button to create a new COC form or click on the arrow in the white box next to
“Current COC” to use an existing form.

c. For a new COC, a screen will appear, prompting the user to enter an identifier for the COC form and the
laboratory information.
i. Enter a unique COC form identifier in the box located to the right of “System ID” or click on the
“Generate” button to create an identifier.
ii. Click on the arrow located in the right-hand side of the “Lab” box to select the appropriate
laboratory.
iii. Click on the “OK” button.

d. Adding samples to the COC form
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i. Highlight the sample to add to the COC form in the “Field Samples” section and then click on the
“Add” button located to the right of “MAG:”
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ii. A list of available Method Analyte Groups (MAGS) will appear on the computer screen. Scroll
through the list to pick the appropriate MAG.
NOTE: The “Group Code” will be listed as the analysis on the COC form. Be sure that the
selected “Group Code” is consistent with what the laboratory expects to see on the completed
COC form.

iii. Click on the “Add MAG” button.
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e. Associating Containers to the Samples
The number of containers sent in for each analysis or MAG must be specified on the COC form. Complete
the following steps to do this:
i. Click on the Containers tab.
ii. Click on the arrow located to the right of “Please select” (this is located under container_code)
and scroll to the appropriate bottle type.
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iii. Set the “filtered” value
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the box in the filtered column. An arrow will appear
on the computer screen.
2. Select the appropriate value. Select “None” if the sample was not filtered.
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iv. Set the preservative used for the samples
1. Navigate to the right hand side of the box in the preservative column. An arrow will
appear on the computer screen.
2. Click on the arrow to select the appropriate value.
3. NOTE: the laboratory only needs to know the type of acid used (e.g. HCl) not the
amount or concentration.
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f.

Completing the COC Form
i. Click on the “Home” button in the upper left-hand corner of the computer.
ii. Click on the “COC Manager” button.
iii. The COC Manager window will appear on the computer screen.
iv. Select the appropriate COC form by click on the arrow located on the right hand side of the
Current COC box.

v. The template should be set to “MPCA COC_Template.xls”
vi. Fill in the appropriate information for all of the fields containing an asterisk.
g. Printing the COC Form
i. Click on the “COC” icon in the upper part of the screen (circled in the above graphic).
ii. Click on “Export”.
A Microsoft Excel file will be produced that contains the COC form.
NOTE: Macros must be enabled in Microsoft Excel for the COC form to be produced.
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13. Exporting the EDD to Send to the MPCA
The EDP Export function in the EDGE application exports the completed EDD in a format that is readily imported
into the MPCA’s water-quality database. It is essential to export groundwater quality data into an EDD using this
function because it allows only the final purge value to be routinely displayed in the MPCA’s database.
a. Click on the “Home” tab in the upper left hand corner of the computer screen (circled in red below).

b. Click on the “EDP Export” button in the upper left-hand part of the computer screen
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c. A screen will appear titled “Prepare EDD for Sign and Submit”

d.
e.
f.
g.

Select the appropriate tasks to include. This usually is “All tasks”.
Make sure the box next to “Mark only the most recent field result as reportable” is checked.
Click on the “Proceed” button.
A screen will appear prompting you to enter a User Name and a Password.

h. Enter “MPCA” as the user name and the password.
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i.
j.

Click on the “Save” button.
A screen will appear prompting you to change the file name (if desired) and save the file.

k. Only edit the part of the file name to the left of the first period. In this example, the user can only edit
“20140701_1449” in the file name.

l.

Click on the “Save” button to save the file.
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m. A screen will appear confirming the EDD was saved.

n. The saved EDD, in this example “Data from June Sampling Event.LS16766.EDGE_MN.zip”, can be sent to
the MPCA.
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Appendix 1: Establishing Locations in EDGE
Locations will need to be established for new sites that are not in the MPCA’s database and projects not using an EDD
template.
1. Click on the “Location” tab in the upper left hand part of the computer screen.
2. Click on the “Add” button (circled in the graphic below).

3. Enter all of the required and optional information.
Values must be entered for all of the fields shown in the RED font
a. Sys_loc_code (Required)
This is the Minnesota Unique Well Number for wells. The sys_loc_code is a serial identifier assigned by
the MPCA for other location types.
b. X_coord (Required)
This is the x-coordinate associated with the sampling location. The MPCA Remediation and Solid Waste
Programs use UTM extended Z15N. The ambient monitoring programs use longitude in negative decimal
degrees.
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c. Y_coord (Required)
This is the y-coordinate associated with the sampling location. The MPCA Remediation and Solid Waste
Programs use UTM extended Z15N. The ambient monitoring programs use latitude in decimal degrees.
d. Surf_elev (Optional)
This is the elevation of the sampling location, in feet.
e. Elev_unit (Optional)
This is the unit of measure associated with the elevations, usually ft.
f. Coord_type_code (Required)
This code describes the coordinates inputted into x_coord and y_coord.
i. Navigate to the right hand side of the “coord_type_code” box
ii. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the appropriate code.
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g. Horz_collect_method (Required)
This code indicates the method used to obtain the x_coord and y_coord.
i. Navigate to the right hand side of the “horz_collect_method_code” box.
ii. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the appropriate code.
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h. Horz_datum (Required)
This code indicates the datum for the x_coord and y_coord.
i. Navigate to the right hand side of the “horz_datum” box.
ii. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the appropriate code.
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i.

Elev_collect_method_code (Optional)
i. Navigate to the right hand side of the “elev_collect_method_code” box.
ii. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the appropriate code.
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j.

Elev_datum (Optional)
This field contains the reference datum for the elevation measurement.
i. Navigate to the right hand side of the “elev_datum” box.
ii. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the appropriate code.

k. Loc_name (Optional)
This field contains the common name for the location, i.e. MW-1.
i. Click on the white box located under “loc_name”.
ii. Type in the common name for the site.
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l.

Location type (Required)
This field contains the sampling location type.
i. Navigate to the right hand side of the “location type” box.
ii. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the appropriate code.
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m. Loc_county_code (Optional)
This field contains the name of the county where the site is located.
i. Navigate to the right hand side of the “loc_county_code” box.
ii. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the appropriate code.

n. Drilled depth of well (fbgs) (Optional)
This field contains the total depth of the drilled boring below the ground surface, in feet.
i. Click on the white box located under “drill depth of well (fbgs)”.
ii. Type in the drilled depth of the boring.
o. Depth_to_bedrock (Optional)
This field contains the depth to bedrock from the land surface, in feet.
i. Click on the white box located under “depth_to_bedrock”.
ii. Type in the depth to bedrock, in feet.
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p. Depth_unit (Optional)
This field contains the measurement unit for all of the well attribute depths.
i. Navigate to the right hand side of the “depth_unit” box.
ii. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the correct unit, usually ft.

q. Top_casing_elev
This field contains the elevation of the measuring point on top of the inner-most casing in the well. This
field is left null if the site is not a well.
i. Click on the white box located under “top_casing_elev”.
ii. Type in the elevation, in feet.
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r.

Drilling_method
This field contains the drilling method used to construct the well. This field is left null if the site is not a
well.
i. Navigate to the right hand side of the “drilling_method” box.
ii. Click on the arrow that appears on the computer screen and select the appropriate method.

s. Is_Well_yn
This field controls the creation of a new row in the dt_well table in the MPCA’s database. Check this box
if the site is a well.
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Appendix 2: Entering Well Information in EDGE
The Well tab in the EDGE application is used to enter additional information about well sites that is not available in the
Location tab.
1. Make the Well tab visible in the EDGE application (if not already shown).
a. Click on the “EDGE” icon in the upper left-hand corner of the computer screen (circled in red below).

b. Click on Show/Hide tabs.
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c. The “Tab Manager” will then be shown. This shows the list of every tab that can be populated by the
EDGE application.

d. Scroll through the list of tabs and locate the “Well” tab.
e. Click in the box located to the left of “Well.”
f. Click OK.
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g. The “Well” tab will now be visible in the EDGE application.

2. Click on the “Well” tab.
3. Click on the Location Code to enter additional well information for that site.
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4. Click on the “Add” button (circled in the graphic below).

5. Enter all of the required and optional information.
Values must be entered for all of the fields shown in the RED font.
a. Sys_loc_code (Required)
This is the Minnesota Unique Well Number for wells. The sys_loc_code is a serial identifier assigned by
the MPCA for other location types. This field should populate automatically using the SYS_LOC_CODE for
the location selected in the Location Chooser.
b. Well_owner
This is a text field that contains the owner of the well. Enter “MPCA” for wells owned by the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency.
c. Well_purpose
This is a text field that describes the purpose of the well. Leave blank for wells installed by the agency’s
Ambient Groundwater Monitoring Network.
d. Well_status
This is a text field that describes the current status of the well. Enter “Active” for wells that currently are
monitored. Entered “Sealed” for wells that are sealed and no longer available for monitoring.
e. Top_casing_elev
This field contains the elevation of the measuring point on the top of the inner casing on the well.
f.

Bottom depth of well (fbgs)
This field contains the depth to the bottom of the well, in feet below the ground surface.
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g. Depth_unit
This field contains the unit associated with the well’s depth attributes. The default unit for this field is
“ft”.
h. Stickup_height
This field contains the height of the casing above the ground surface, in feet.
i.

Stickup_unit
This field contains the unit associated with stickup_height. The default unit for this field is “ft”.

j.

Installation_date
This field contains the well installation date in MM/DD/YYYY format.

k. Installation_time (24hr)
This field contains the well installation time in the 24 hour format.
l.

Construct_start_date
This field contains the date that construction began on the well.

m. Construct_start_time (24 hr)
This field contains the time that construction began on the well in the 24 hour format.
n. Construct_complete_date
This field contains the date that the well construction was completed.
o. Construct_complete_time (24 hr)
This field contains the time that the well construction was completed in the 24 hour format.
p. Construct_contractor
This field contains a code identifying the contractor that installed the well. Enter “THEIN-WELL” for wells
installed by the Thein Well Company.
q. Pump_type
This field contains text describing the type of well that was permanently installed in the well, such as
centrifugal, jet, rotary. Leave blank for wells that contain no permanently-installed pump.
r.

Casing_joint_type
This is a text field that describes the type of casing joint, such as threaded or solvent welded.

s. Intake_depth
This field contains the well intake depth, in feet below ground surface. Leave this field blank for wells
installed by the agency’s Ambient Groundwater Monitoring Network.
t.

Disinfection_yn
This field describes whether the well was disinfected. Enter ‘Y’ for yes and ‘N’ for no.

u. Geologic_unit_code
This field contains the code from the Minnesota County Well Index that describes the geologic unit in
which the well was installed. Enter “QWTA” for wells installed in the surficial sand and gravel aquifer.
v. Remark
This is a text field that contains any additional comments about the well.
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